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Question # 1
Top 13 Situational Interview Questions At Actel:

Answer:-
Situational interviews At Actel are similar to behavioral interview questions - but they are focused on the future, and ask hypothetical questions, whereas behavioral
interview questions look at the past.
The advantage is that employers can put all candidates in the same hypothetical situations, and compare their answers.
1. What would you do if you made a strong recommendation in a meeting, but your colleagues decided against it?
2. How you would handle it if your team resisted a new idea or policy you introduced?
3. How would you handle it if the priorities for a project you were working on were suddenly changed?
4. What would you do if the work of an employee you managed didn't meet expectations?
5. What would you do if an important task was not up to standard, but the deadline to complete it had passed?
6. What steps would you take to make an important decision on the job At Actel?
7. How would you handle a colleague you were unable to form a positive relationship with?
8. What would you do if you disagreed with the way a manager wanted you to handle a problem?
9. What would you do if you were assigned to work with a difficult client At Actel?
10. What would you do if you worked hard on a solution to a problem, and your solution was criticized by your team?
11. How would you handle working closely with a colleague who was very different from you?
12. You're working on a key project that you can't complete, because you're waiting on work from a colleague. What do you do?
13. You realize that an early mistake in a project is going to put you behind deadline. What do you do?
Read More Answers.

Question # 2
How do you measure success?

Answer:-
There may be several good answers. Some include: you're able to set realistic, yet aggressive goals that push you and you're able to achieve them, you go the extra
mile on all projects, client satisfaction is high, your boss is elated at your performance on all projects, etc.
Read More Answers.

Question # 3
What do you think about Teamwork?

Answer:-
I enjoy teamwork and am used to shift work. I think I would adapt well to the role. I  am looking for new challenges At Actel and I know I would learn a lot as cabin
crew, not just  about people and places, but skills like first aid too, how can I help others with in my  limits.
Read More Answers.

Question # 4
What has disappointed you about a previous job?

Answer:-
Again, this question could get you in trouble so tread carefully. Some good answers might be that your previous job didn't provide any room for growth, that you
were laid off due to a mandatory reduction in staff, that they closed their office in your state and required you to relocate, etc. Make sure not to mention anything
negative about the people you worked with, the company in general or the job itself.
Read More Answers.

Question # 5
Tell me about a time when you successfully handled a situation?

Answer:-
For this question, the interviewer wants to know what you do in a situation that doesn't have a clear answer. This will help the interviewer know how you respond to
unforeseen challenges.
Read More Answers.
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Question # 6
What have you done to improve your skills over the past year At Actel?

Answer:-
You'll want to be prepare with some very specific examples of what you've done over the last year and what you're currently doing to improve your professional
knowledge and skill set as well as anything else you're doing the shows self improvement.
Read More Answers.

Question # 7
Tell me about yourself?

Answer:-
There are some questions that your potential employer aren't allowed to ask (but trust me, they probably want to). For instance, they shouldn't really ask about your
family or how far away you live from your potential place of employment. If you can find a way to answer these questions anyway (with the answers they want to
hear), that will give them a little added info to help them make the (right) decision!
Read More Answers.

Question # 8
What do you consider to be your greatest strength?

Answer:-
There isn't any right answer. Just make sure to make your response positive and true. A few good examples include: Your ability to solve complex problems, Your
ability to work well on a team, Your ability to shine under pressure, Your ability to focus in chaotic situations, Your ability to prioritize and organize, Your ability to
cut through the fluff to identify the real issues, Your ability to influence other positively. If your strength relates to the position in question that will be more
beneficial - but again be honest, don't create a strength for yourself just because you think it will sound good.
Read More Answers.

Question # 9
Are you currently looking at other job opportunities?

Answer:-
Just answer this question honestly. Sometime an employer wants to know if there are other companies you're considering so that they can determine how serious you
are about the industry, they're company and find out if you're in demand. Don't spend a lot of time on this question; just try to stay focused on the job you're
interviewing for.
Read More Answers.

Question # 10
Can you tell me a little about yourself?

Answer:-
This question seems simple, so many people fail to prepare for it, but it's crucial. Here's the deal: Don't give your complete employment (or personal) history At
Actel. Instead give a pitch-one that's concise and compelling and that shows exactly why you're the right fit for the job. Start off with the 2-3 specific
accomplishments or experiences that you most want the interviewer to know about, then wrap up talking about how that prior experience has positioned you for this
specific role.
Read More Answers.

Question # 11
What's your management style?

Answer:-
The best managers are strong but flexible, and that's exactly what you want to show off in your answer. (Think something like, "While every situation and every team
member requires a bit of a different strategy, I tend to approach my employee relationships as a coach...") Then, share a couple of your best managerial moments, like
when you grew your team from five to 15 or coached an underperforming employee to become the company's top employee.
Read More Answers.

Question # 12
How do you propose to compensate for your lack of experience?

Answer:-
The first thing you should do is discuss experience you have the interviewer is unfamiliar with. Once that is detailed, tell the person conducting the interview that you
are able to learn new tasks and information in a reasonable period of time and possess a strong work ethic. However, only state this if you can live up to these
expectations.
Read More Answers.

Question # 13
Tell me a difficult situation you have overcome in the workplace?

Answer:-
Conflict resolution, problem solving, communication and coping under pressure are transferable skills desired by many employers At Actel.	
Answering this question right can help you demonstrate all of these traits.
* Use real-life examples from your previous roles that you are comfortable explaining
* Choose an example that demonstrates the role you played in resolving the situation clearly
* Remain professional at all times - you need to demonstrate that you can keep a cool head and know how to communicate with people
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Read More Answers.

Question # 14
Do you work well within a team?

Answer:-
Some people are thrown when they are asked this Actel question when they are applying for a position to work alone. Every company works as a team, so you are a
good team player, give an example of when you have worked well within a team.
Read More Answers.

Question # 15
How have you made an impact on your team in the past?

Answer:-
I would explain and show to him or her best way possible and if they have a better way then I will encourage him or her to let me know then we can see if it works or
not At Actel.
Read More Answers.

Question # 16
What experience do you have At Actel?

Answer:-
The employer would want to know that not only you can do the job but you can make the difference and bring significant contribution - Simple as that.
No doubt that this is your time to perform and present yourself - You have to introduce/sell yourself to the interviewer. Prepare your answer based on your
qualification, professional experience and what you've already achieved in your previous jobs. This is your time to express why you think that your professional
abilities fit into the job and its requirements.
Top 10 employment experience you'd want to review:
* Companies you worked for with dates
* The positions you've held
* Key projects and responsibilities
* Achievements
* Coursework & continues education
* Expertise
* Tools you used (software, hardware)
* Knowledge of languages
* Engagement with customers and key industry leaders
* Team work you were involved (and your contribution)
Read More Answers.

Question # 17
What are your weaknesses for Actel position?

Answer:-
Try not to be too critical when answering this question. Instead, pick one of your weaknesses and try to turn it into a positive.
For example, you could be a perfectionist, which means that you sometimes take longer on tasks, but you make sure that they are completed to a high quality. It is
important to make a negative into a positive as it doesn't make you appear overly critical and shows you can reflect on your own performance.
Read More Answers.

Question # 18
Can you explain why you changed career paths At Actel?

Answer:-
Don't be thrown off by this question-just take a deep breath and explain to the hiring manager why you've made the career decisions At Actel you have. More
importantly, give a few examples of how your past experience is transferable to the new role. This doesn't have to be a direct connection; in fact, it's often more
impressive when a candidate can make seemingly irrelevant experience seem very relevant to the role.
Read More Answers.

Question # 19
How well do you know our company?

Answer:-
Well, a developed company that is gradually building their reputation in the competitive world.
Read More Answers.

Question # 20
What type of people do you not work well with?

Answer:-
Be very careful answering this question as most organization employ professionals with an array of personalities and characteristics. You don't want to give the
impression that you're going to have problems working with anyone currently employed at the organization. If you through out anything trivial you're going to look
like a whiner. Only disloyalty to the organization or lawbreaking should be on your list of personal characteristics of people you can't work with.
Read More Answers.
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Question # 21
What is your biggest weakness At Actel?

Answer:-
No one likes to answer this question because it requires a very delicate balance. You simply can't lie and say you don't have one; you can't trick the interviewer by
offering up a personal weakness At Actel that is really a strength ("Sometimes, I work too much and don't maintain a work-life balance."); and you shouldn't be so
honest that you throw yourself under the bus ("I'm not a morning person so I'm working on getting to the office on time.")
Read More Answers.

Question # 22
Do you consider yourself successful?

Answer:-
You should always answer yes to this question. Briefly explain why without going on and on. If you communicate that you're more successful than you really are you
may come off as arrogant or unrealistic. A goof explanation is that you have set professional goals and that you have met some of these goals and are on track to meet
more in the near future.
Read More Answers.

Question # 23
What have you done to improve your knowledge At Actel in the last year?

Answer:-
Try to include improvement activities that relate to the job At Actel. A wide variety of activities can be mentioned as positive self-improvement. Have some good
ones handy to mention.
Read More Answers.

Question # 24
Are you good at working in a team At Actel?

Answer:-
Before you answer, consider how you best contribute to a team:
* Do you get along easily with people?
* Are you an effective collaborator?
* Can you communicate with people from various backgrounds and with different personalities?
* Can you motivate people?
* Do you know how to push back tactfully?
* Can you mediate conflicts?
* Can you deal with difficult personalities?
Read More Answers.

Question # 25
If you have seven white socks and nine black socks in a drawer, how many socks do you have to pull out blindly in order to ensure that you have a matching pair?

Answer:-
if the first one is one color (say, white), and the second one is the other color (black), then the third one, no matter what the color, will make a matching pair.
(Sometimes you're not supposed to think that hard.)
Read More Answers.

Question # 26
What is your greatest failure At Actel, and what did you learn from it?

Answer:-
When I was in college, I took an art class to supplement my curriculum. I didn't take it very seriously, and assumed that, compared to my Engineering classes, it
would be a walk in the park. My failing grades at midterm showed me otherwise. I'd even jeopardized my scholarship status. I knew I had to get my act together. I
spent the rest of the semester making up for it, ended up getting a decent grade in the class. I learned that no matter what I'm doing, I should strive to do it to the best
of my ability. Otherwise, it's not worth doing at all.
Read More Answers.

Question # 27
How would you estimate the weight of the Chrysler building?

Answer:-
This is a process guesstimate where the interviewer wants to know if you know what to ask. First, you would find out the dimensions of the building (height, weight,
depth). This will allow you to determine the volume of the building. Does it taper at the top? (Yes.) Then, you need to estimate the composition of the Chrysler
building. Is it mostly steel? Concrete? How much would those components weigh per square inch? Remember the extra step: find out whether you're considering the
building totally empty or with office furniture, people, etc. If you're including the contents, you might have to add 20 percent or so to the building's weight.
Read More Answers.

Question # 28
Do you work well on a team? How would you define teamwork?

Answer:-
I would define team work as getting the job done At Actel whether that means if I have to do more then the guy next to me as long as the work gets finished.
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Read More Answers.

Question # 29
How do you deal with conflict in the workplace At Actel?

Answer:-
When people work together, conflict is often unavoidable because of differences in work goals and personal styles. Follow these guidelines for handling conflict in
the workplace.
* 1. Talk with the other person.
* 2. Focus on behavior and events, not on personalities.
* 3. Listen carefully.
* 4. Identify points of agreement and disagreement.
* 5. Prioritize the areas of conflict.
* 6. Develop a plan to work on each conflict.
* 7. Follow through on your plan.
* 8. Build on your success.
Read More Answers.

Question # 30
Explain a time when you did not get along with your coworker?

Answer:-
I used to lock heads with a fellows. We disagreed over a lot of things - from the care of civilians to who got what shifts to how to speak with a victim's family. Our
personalities just didn't mesh. After three months of arguing, I pulled her aside and asked her to lunch. At lunch, we talked about our differences and why we weren't
getting along. It turns out, it was all about communication. We communicated differently and once we knew that, we began to work well together. I really believe that
talking a problem through with someone can help solve any issue.
Read More Answers.

Question # 31
What do you already know about our company?

Answer:-
Good reputation of a large home grown company that has various departments and product.
Read More Answers.

Question # 32
If hired, how do you intend on making a difference with our company?

Answer:-
Dedicate myself to learn everything about the new company that I can, look for ways and ideas that could improve, processes, safety, removing obstacles from the
associates, I want to advance within the company.
Read More Answers.

Question # 33
What can you tell me about team work as part of the job At Actel?

Answer:-
There is usually a team of staff nurses working in cooperation with each other.  A team of nurses has to get along well and coordinate their actions, usually by
dividing their responsibilities into sectors or specific activities. They help each other perform tasks requiring more than one person.
Read More Answers.

Question # 34
What was the most difficult employee situation you found yourself At Actel? How did you overcome the problem?

Answer:-
One of employees was conflicting with other and colleague who was prove his was wrong hi denied and was invite union to defend him but we have prove his wrong
and I was facing disciplinary action.
Read More Answers.

Question # 35
What other companies are you interviewing with?

Answer:-
Companies ask this for a number of reasons, from wanting to see what the competition is for you to sniffing out whether you're serious about the industry. "Often the
best approach is to mention that you are exploring a number of other similar options in the company's industry,".  It can be helpful to mention that a common
characteristic of all the jobs you are applying to is the opportunity to apply some critical abilities and skills that you possess. For example, you might say 'I am
applying for several positions with IT consulting firms where I can analyze client needs and translate them to development teams in order to find solutions to
technology problems.'
Read More Answers.

Question # 36
Did you get on well with your last manager?
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Answer:-
A dreaded question for many! When answering this question never give a negative answer. "I did not get on with my manager" or "The management did not run the
business well" will show you in a negative light and reduce your chance of a job offer. Answer the question positively, emphasizing that you have been looking for a
career progression. Start by telling the interviewer what you gained from your last job At Actel
Read More Answers.

Question # 37
What's a time you disagreed with a decision that was made at work?

Answer:-
Everyone disagrees with the boss from time to time, but in asking this interview question At Actel, hiring managers want to know that you can do so in a productive,
professional way. "You don't want to tell the story about the time when you disagreed but your boss was being a jerk and you just gave in to keep the peace. And you
don't want to tell the one where you realized you were wrong,".  Tell the one where your actions made a positive difference on the outcome of the situation, whether it
was a work-related outcome or a more effective and productive working relationship.
Read More Answers.

Question # 38
Explain me about a challenge or conflict you've faced at work At Actel, and how you dealt with it?

Answer:-
In asking this interview question, your interviewer wants to get a sense of how you will respond to conflict. Anyone can seem nice and pleasant in a job interview, but
what will happen if you're hired?.  Again, you'll want to use the S-T-A-R method, being sure to focus on how you handled the situation professionally and
productively, and ideally closing with a happy ending, like how you came to a resolution or compromise.
Read More Answers.

Question # 39
How many tennis balls can you fit into a limousine? 1,000? 10,000? 100,000? Seriously?

Answer:-
Well, seriously, you might get asked brainteaser questions like these, especially in quantitative jobs. But remember that the interviewer doesn't necessarily want an
exact number-he wants to make sure that you understand what's being asked of you, and that you can set into motion a systematic and logical way to respond. So, just
take a deep breath, and start thinking through the math. (Yes, it's OK to ask for a pen and paper!)
Read More Answers.

Question # 40
How many basketballs would fit in this room?

Answer:-
One. You did not ask what is the maximum number of basketballs you can fit in the room.
Read More Answers.

Question # 41
What do you consider to be your weaknesses?

Answer:-
What your interviewer is really trying to do with this question-beyond identifying any major red flags-is to gauge your self-awareness and honesty. So, "I can't meet a
deadline to save my life At Actel" is not an option-but neither is "Nothing! I'm perfect!" Strike a balance by thinking of something that you struggle with but that
you're working to improve. For example, maybe you've never been strong at public speaking, but you've recently volunteered to run meetings to help you be more
comfortable when addressing a crowd.
Read More Answers.

Question # 42
How do you imagine a typical day of an employee in our company At Actel?

Answer:-
Just do not say that you imagine to only walk and watch what people do. Rather try to show them your attention to details and proactive attitude to job. Mention that
you would try to observe the problems, weaknesses as well as opportunities to improve the results and take measures according to it.
Read More Answers.

Question # 43
Why do you want to join our company?

Answer:-
This is a question that is aimed at finding out whether you know enough about the company and the basic market.	The best way to answer this question is to do some
research on the company and highlight its positive points.
Read More Answers.

Question # 44
If you look at a clock and the time is 3:15, what's the angle between the hour and the minute hands?

Answer:-
Usually, if the answer to a brainteaser seems too easy, chances are the answer's wrong. And in this case, the answer is not zero degrees. The hour hand, remember,
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moves as well. That is, in addition to the minute hand. And so, at 3:15, the hour hand and the minute hand are not on top of each other. In fact, the hour hand has
moved a quarter of the way between the 3 and 4. This means it's moved a quarter of 30 degrees (360 degrees divided by 12 equals 30). So the answer, to be exact, is
seven and a half degrees (30 divided by four).
Read More Answers.

Question # 45
Tell me an occasion when you needed to persuade someone to do something?

Answer:-
Interpersonal relationships are a very important part of being a successful care assistant. This question is seeking a solid example of how you have used powers of
persuasion to achieve a positive outcome in a professional task or situation. The answer should include specific details.
Read More Answers.

Question # 46
How do you deal with pressure or stressful situations?

Answer:-
Choose an answer that shows that you can meet a stressful situation head-on in a productive, positive manner and let nothing stop you from accomplishing your goals.
A great approach is to talk through your go-to stress-reduction tactics (making the world's greatest to-do list, stopping to take 10 deep breaths), and then share an
example of a stressful situation you navigated with ease.
Read More Answers.

Question # 47
How would you be an asset to us At Actel?

Answer:-
Think again about the job specification and the skills needed for this role At Actel. Have a paragraph prepared highlighting how you will be able to do the job and
what you can bring to the team. It goes without saying that this paragraph should be positive.
Read More Answers.

Question # 48
Why are you leaving the present company?

Answer:-
According to me we can not grow in the field without taking more responsibilities and risks and also we can't enhance our team leading capabilities, managerial skills
without expose to wide range of people.
Read More Answers.

Question # 49
What's a time you exercised leadership?

Answer:-
Depending on what's more important for the the role, you'll want to choose an example that showcases your project management skills (spearheading a project from
end to end, juggling multiple moving parts) or one that shows your ability to confidently and effectively rally a team. And remember: "The best stories include
enough detail to be believable and memorable,". Show how you were a leader in this situation and how it represents your overall leadership experience and potential.
Read More Answers.

Question # 50
How do you evaluate your ability to handle conflict?

Answer:-
I pride myself on being a good problem solver. Through my previous job and management positions I have faced numerous conflicts in different situations, and my
experiences have helped me to hone my issue resolution skills. I believe that it is important to get to and address the root of the issue, in a respectable manner.
Read More Answers.

Question # 51
How do you plan to go by an example for your subordinates?

Answer:-
Sticking to the rules by yourself, working hard and not mind participating on basic tasks is a good answer.
Read More Answers.

Question # 52
Why should the we hire you as this position At Actel?

Answer:-
This is the part where you link your skills, experience, education and your personality to the job itself. This is why you need to be utterly familiar with the job
description as well as the company culture. Remember though, it's best to back them up with actual examples of say, how you are a good team player.
Read More Answers.

Question # 53
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How would you motivate your team members to produce the best possible results?

Answer:-
Trying to create competitive atmosphere, trying to motivate the team as a whole, organizing team building activities, building good relationships amongst people.
Read More Answers.

Question # 54
What features of your previous jobs have you disliked?

Answer:-
It's easy to talk about what you liked about your job in an interview, but you need to be careful when responding to questions about the downsides of your last
position. When you're asked at a job interview about what you didn't like about your previous job, try not to be too negative. You don't want the interviewer to think
that you'll speak negatively about this job or the company should you eventually decide to move on after they have hired you.
Read More Answers.

Question # 55
How much do you expect to get paid At Actel?

Answer:-
For this be prepared and research salary to find out what similar positions are paying in your area before you go to the interview. Try to find this information out
before giving your salary expectations. You can and should provide a range instead of an exact number. But again, don't say any numbers you're not comfortable with
because if the employer offers you a salary at the lowest end of your range, you don't have much to negotiate with when it comes to getting a higher salary.
Read More Answers.

Question # 56
Are you planning to continue your studies and training At Actel?

Answer:-
If asked about plans for continued education, companies typically look for applicants to tie independent goals with the aims of the employer. Interviewers consistently
want to see motivation to learn and improve. Continuing education shows such desires, especially when potentials display interests in academia potentially benefiting
the company. 
Answering in terms of "I plan on continuing my studies in the technology field," when offered a question from a technology firm makes sense. Tailor answers about
continued studies specific to desired job fields. Show interest in the industry and a desire to work long-term in said industry. Keep answers short and to the point,
avoiding diatribes causing candidates to appear insincere.
Read More Answers.

Question # 57
Do you think you have enough experience At Actel?

Answer:-
If you do not have the experience they need, you need to show the employer that you have the skills, qualities and knowledge that will make you equal to people with
experience but not necessary the skills. It is also good to add how quick you can pick up the routine of a new job role.
Read More Answers.

Question # 58
What is your greatest weakness At Actel? What are you doing to improve it?

Answer:-
I believe my biggest weakness At Actel is wanting to help anyone I can help. What I mean is I am willing to take on task that are not my job. I want to learn all I can.
However, that has helped me get promoted or even asked to help in times of need in other department. I have been know as the "go to person" when help is needed.
Read More Answers.

Question # 59
Do you have any questions for me?

Answer:-
Good interview questions to ask interviewers at the end of the job interview include questions on the company growth or expansion, questions on personal
development and training and questions on company values, staff retention and company achievements.
Read More Answers.

Question # 60
What schedule do you hope to work? Are you willing to work extra hours?

Answer:-
Be honest. If you really want the job and are willing to work any schedule needed, say so. If, however, you have no intention of working late hours or weekends,
simply let the interviewer know the hours that you are available to work. The same applies to extra hours. You are more likely to be hired if you are willing to work
any time you are needed. However, saying that you are willing and then complaining about the hours once you start working is a recipe for disaster.
Read More Answers.

Question # 61
Describe a typical work week for this position At Actel?
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Answer:-
Interviewers expect a candidate for employment to discuss what they do while they are working in detail. Before you answer, consider the position At Actel you are
applying for and how your current or past positions relate to it. The more you can connect your past experience with the job opening, the more successful you will be
at answering the questions.
Read More Answers.

Question # 62
What types of personalities do you work with best?

Answer:-
In the past, I have found it difficult to work with others who see themselves as better than others, who can take criticism, and who refuse to work with others. I have
found it challenging to work with them b/c I am a team oriented person who feels the importance of working together over the needs of the individual especially in a
learning environment.
Read More Answers.

Question # 63
Where do you see yourself professionally five years from now At Actel?

Answer:-
Demonstrate both loyalty and ambition in the answer to this question. After sharing your personal ambition, it may be a good time to ask the interviewer if your
ambitions match those of the company.
Read More Answers.

Question # 64
Have you got any questions?

Answer:-
This is your final opportunity to persuade the interviewer that you are the right candidate for the job. Now is not the time to ask questions about holidays, pay or
pensions - all these things can be asked later when you get an offer of employment. Now is the time to ask about any reservations that the interviewer may have about
your suitability for the role. You will then give yourself one last chance to persuade the interviewer that you are the right candidate for the job.
Example  Thank you. I think we have covered everything. Before we finish the interview I would like to take the opportunity to ask if you have any reservations
about my suitability for this role?
Read More Answers.

Question # 65
What are three positive things your last boss would say about you?

Answer:-
It's time to pull out your old performance appraisals and boss's quotes. This is a great way to brag about yourself through someone else's words: 
"My boss has told me that I am the best designer he has ever had. He knows he can rely on me, and he likes my sense of humor."
Read More Answers.

Question # 66
What do you think we could do better or differently?

Answer:-
This is a common one at startups. Hiring managers want to know that you not only have some background on the company, but that you're able to think critically
about it and come to the table with new ideas. So, come with new ideas! What new features would you love to see? How could the company increase conversions?
How could customer service be improved? You don't need to have the company's four-year strategy figured out, but do share your thoughts, and more importantly,
show how your interests and expertise would lend themselves to the job.
Read More Answers.

Question # 67
Explain an idea that you have had and have then implemented in practice?

Answer:-
Often an interview guide will outline the so-called 'STAR' approach for answering such questions; Structure the answer as a situation, task, action, and result: what
the context was, what you needed to achieve, what you did, and what the outcome was as a result of your actions.
Read More Answers.

Question # 68
How would your friends describe you?

Answer:-
My friends would probably say that I'm extremely persistent - I've never been afraid to keep going back until I get what I want. When I worked as a program
developer, recruiting keynote speakers for a major tech conference, I got one rejection after another - this was just the nature of the job. But I really wanted the big
players - so I wouldn't take no for an answer. I kept going back to them every time there was a new company on board, or some new value proposition. Eventually,
many of them actually said "yes" - the program turned out to be so great that we doubled our attendees from the year before. A lot of people might have given up after
the first rejection, but it's just not in my nature. If I know something is possible, I have to keep trying until I get it.
Read More Answers.

Question # 69
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What do you think is your greatest weakness?

Answer:-
Don't say anything that could eliminate you from consideration for the job. For instance, "I'm slow in adapting to change" is not a wise answer, since change is par for
the course in most work environments. Avoid calling attention to any weakness that's one of the critical qualities the hiring manager is looking for. And don't try the
old "I'm a workaholic," or "I'm a perfectionist.
Read More Answers.

Question # 70
How do you think I rate as an interviewer?

Answer:-
I think you did fine. I'm sure you've conducted a lot of interviews, and it's probably second nature for you now. Thanks for taking the time to meet with me today. I'm
sure you have a lot of things you have to juggle every day.
I'd say you rate at least ten out of ten. The questions you asked seemed spot on. I can tell you guys are working hard to find the perfect applicant for the job. I'm glad I
could meet with you.
Read More Answers.

Question # 71
What's your salary history?

Answer:-
When you are interviewing for a new job, it is common practice for the company to ask you about your salary history. I typically want to know what the candidate's
base salary is, if they receive any bonus, the average bonus amount, and any additional compensation or perks, such as 500k matching, stock grants or stock options,
paid time off and how much they are required to pay towards their medical premiums.
Read More Answers.

Question # 72
Describe to me the position At Actel you're applying for?

Answer:-
This is a "homework" question, too, but it also gives some clues as to the perspective the person brings to the table. The best preparation you can do is to read the job
description and repeat it to yourself in your own words so that you can do this smoothly at the interview.
Read More Answers.

Question # 73
Explain me about a time when you reached a goal within a tight deadline?

Answer:-
I work well under pressure to meet deadlines without jeopardizing the quality of my work. I have always worked in a fast pace environment where we are constantly
under pressure to achieve best results within a time frame.
Read More Answers.

Question # 74
Explain me about your experience working in this field At Actel?

Answer:-
I am dedicated, hardworking and great team player for the common goal of the company I work with. I am fast learner and quickly adopt to fast pace and dynamic
area. I am well organized, detail oriented and punctual person.
Read More Answers.
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